Summer Networking
16 August 2019, Dorint Pallas Hotel in Wiesbaden

Seventeen good-humored ladies including three guests and Mr. Heueis (Regional Director Sales of the Dorint Hotels) met at the Dorint Pallas Hotel in Wiesbaden. Mrs
Warmuth greeted us on the summer terrace which was beautifully furnished.
Dorint Pallas is in close proximity to the main railway station and the Reisinger Anlagen (summer meadow) as well as the new Rhine-Main Congress Center.
Sales Director Bianca Warmuth, our host, and her colleague showed us (in two groups) a classic comfort room on 6th floor in (25 m²), which is the smallest category with a
view of the city center of Wiesbaden. On the 7th floor we visited a very comfortable and tastefully furnished junior suite.
The present-day Dorint Pallas Wiesbaden was built in 1954 as a U.S. Air Force Officer Hotel. As part of his trip to Germany in 1963, the American President John F. Kennedy
stayed in the hotel and in memory of him the Presidential Suite bears the name "John F. Kennedy Suite", which we visited at the end of tour.
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We continued on the conference floor with an area of 2,000 m². We started with the largest hotel ballroom in Wiesbaden and Mrs Warmuth showed us various conference
rooms. Up to 1,000 people will find plenty of space in the 13 flexible meeting and multifunctional event rooms.
It should also be noted that the hotel is owner-managed and certified by our business partner “Certified Das Kundenzertifkat GmbH”.
After the visit, we went to the restaurant on the ground floor, where we were spoiled with a variety of appetizers. Previously, I gave short overview of upcoming events until the
end of the year:
• Day training on 14.09. in Mainz (registration still open!)
• English-speaking conversation evening with Robert Sheehan on 02.10. in Frankfurt
• Year-end meeting at the Villa Kennedy on 03.12.2019

I also advertised the forthcoming autumn training "Tell it like it is" on 23 November 2019 in Leipzig, which has been organized and developed by our board. The National
Training has aroused great interest amongst the members of our regional group. For more information please check our website https://de.ima-network.org/?page=325481
After the appetizers we were served a great meal and dessert homemade ice cream including interesting creations such as thyme ice cream and various types of melon and
pineapple. We were overwhelmed by the variety and quality of the food.
Our guests, who come from different regions, felt very much at home and quickly made contact to the other participants, so that it became a very harmonious and fun
evening.
Thanks again to the generous host and business partner Dorint Pallas Wiesbaden, Mrs Warmuth and the staff who made this possible!

Lilian Helbig
IMA Germany, Head of Regional Group Frankfurt
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